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It is shown that the dynamics of two colliding whistlers is governed by a pair of coupled nonlinear
Schrödinger equations. The latter exhibit a modulational instability of constant amplitude whistlers
that are nonlinearly interacting through quasistationary density perturbations created by the
combined action of the ponderomotive forces of two whistlers. It has been found that the growth rate
of the modulational instability increases with the intensity of any of the colliding whistlers, but
decreases with the wave number per unit length of the modulated wave packet. ©2004 American
Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1643921#

It is well known1–4 that whistler signals are created by
lightening discharges in the ionosphere and magnetosphere
of the Earth, Venus, and Jupiter. In the Earth’s magneto-
sphere they are ducted along the geomagnetic field lines
from one hemisphere to the other. Since the group velocity of
the ducted electron whistler signal~with frequency much
smaller than the electron gyrofrequency and wavelength
much larger than the electron skin depthc/vpe , wherec is
the speed of light in vacuum andvpe is the electron plasma
frequency! increases with the frequency, low-frequency com-
ponents travel slower than the high-frequency components.
Consequently, the whistlers would have the descending tone
in frequency, while observed at a location far away from the
source region where they are excited. Gurnett5 has pointed
out a remarkable similarity between the propagation of whis-
tlers and the bow wave of a ship moving through the water.
Whistlers are also excited in laboratory plasmas6,7 by anten-
nas and electron beams, and they are used for diagnostic
purposes, viz., inferring the electron number densityin situ.
In a magnetized solid state plasma, whistlers are referred to
as helicons.8

Large amplitude whistlers are supposed to initiate a large
number of nonlinear effects9–16 including sideband instabil-
ity, parametric decay and modulational/filamentation insta-
bilities, as well as spontaneous creation of local density en-
hancement by the ponderomotive force of electron whistlers.
In the past, some of the nonlinear effects have been observed
in laboratory and space environments.17,18

Recently, there has been a renewed interest19–24in study-
ing nonlinear properties of whistlers in space plasmas. Spe-
cifically, instruments on board CLUSTER spacecraft have
observed density modulated whistler mode emissions near
the plasmapause.23 Accordingly, it is timely to present some
new theoretical results dealing with the amplitude modula-
tion of two colliding electron whistlers which could be seen
in forthcoming CLUSTER data. Specifically, we show that
two modulated electron whistlers are nonlinearly coupled to
each other through the electron density perturbations created

by the whistler ponderomotive forces. The dynamics of
coupled whistlers is governed by a pair of nonlinearly
coupled cubic Schro¨dinger equations. The latter are used to
derive the dispersion relation which is appropriate for inves-
tigating the modulational instability of constant amplitude
whistlers. An explicit expression for the growth rate of the
instability is presented and analyzed analytically. It is found
that the modulational instability growth rate is stronger when
two whistlers are simultaneously driving quasistationary
density perturbations which modulate the whistler wave
packets.

Let us consider the nonlinear propagation of two collid-
ing whistlers which are right-hand circularly polarized elec-
tromagnetic waves with frequencies well below the electron
cyclotron frequencyvce5eB0 /mec, wheree is the magni-
tude of the electron charge andme is the electron mass.
Colliding whistlers are ducted along the external magnetic
field ẑB0 in an electron–ion plasma, whereẑ is the unit vec-
tor along thez axis andB0 is the magnitude of the magnetic
field strength. Forv!vce and kvTe!uv2vceu, where v
and k are the frequency and wave number, respectively,
vTe5(Te /me)

1/2 is the electron thermal speed, andTe is the
electron temperature in units of the Boltzmann constant, the
frequencies of noninteracting whistlers are

v j'
kj

2c2vce

vpe
2 , ~1!

where j 51 ( j 52) corresponds to a whistler of the fre-
quency v1 (v2) and the wave numberk1 (k2), vpe

5(4pnee
2/me)

1/2 is the electron plasma frequency, andne is
the electron number density. Since the whistlers propagate
along thez direction, the whistler wave electric fieldsEj are
polarized in thex–y plane, and they can be expressed as
Ej5Ej ( x̂1 i ŷ)exp(ikjz2ivjt).

The nonlinear interactions between two whistlers occur
through quasistationary density perturbations. As a result,
there appear two modulated whistler wave packets whose
dynamics are governed by
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where]t5]/]t!v j , ]z5]/]z, vg j52kjc
2vce /vpe

2 is the
group velocity, andns is the electron number density pertur-
bation associated with the plasma slow motion set up by the
Jw3Bw force of the two whistlers, hereJw is the electron
current in the electromagnetic fields of whistlers andBw is
the whistler wave magnetic field. Physically, theJw3Bw

force of colliding whistlers displaces electrons locally, so
that a space charge electric field is created. The plasma slow
ion motion is coupled to electrons via the space charge elec-
tric field. Assuming that the resulting quasistationary pertur-
bations have phase speed much smaller than the electron and
ion thermal speeds, we obtain by combining the inertialess
electron and ion equations of motion

ne

n0
5

vpe
2

16pn0Tvce
S uE1u2

v1
1

uE2u2

v2
D , ~4!

whereT5Te1Ti andTi is the ion temperature in units of the
Boltzmann constant. We note that in Eqs.~2! and~3! we have
neglected the cross-phase term since the frequencies of two
colliding modulated whistlers are of the same order. Further-
more Eqs.~2! and ~3! reveal that the two nonlinearly inter-
acting modulated whistler wave packets have the same group
dispersion (]2v j /]kj

2), although their group velocities
(]v j /]kj ) are different in view of Eq.~1!.

Substituting Eq.~4! into Eqs.~2! and ~3!, and introduc-
ing the normalized variablesj5zvpe /c, t5tvce/2, andEj

5Ejvpe /vceA8pn0T, we have

i ~]t1l1]j!E11]j
2E11~ uE 1u21auE 2u2!E150, ~5!

i ~]t1l2]j!E11]j
2E21S 1

a
uE 1u21uE 2u2D E250, ~6!

where l j52vg jvpe /cvce and a5v1 /v2 . Equations ~5!
and ~6! are, in a form, similar to the Manakov system of
equations25 which havel j50 anda51.

We now study the modulational instability of constant
amplitude whistler pumps against quasistationary density
perturbations. Accordingly, we introduce

Ej5~Ej 01 Ẽj !exp~ iw jt!, ~7!

whereẼj!Ej 0 , into Eqs.~5! and ~6!, we obtain

w15uE10u21auE20u2, ~8!

w25
1

a
uE10u21uE20u2, ~9!

for zeroth-order approximation, and

i ~]t1l1]j!Ẽ11]j
2Ẽ11uE10u2Ã11aGcÃ250, ~10!

i ~]t1l2]j!Ẽ21]j
2Ẽ21uE20u2Ã21

Gc

a
Ã150, ~11!

for first-order approximation. HereÃ1,25 Ẽ1,21 Ẽ1,2* and Gc

5E10E20.
Substituting Ẽj5Xj1 iY j into Eqs. ~10! and ~11!, and

separating the imaginary and real parts, we obtain

~]t1l j]j!Xj1]j
2Yj50, ~12!

~]t1l j]j!Y12~]j
212uE10u2!X122aGcX250, ~13!
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2Gc

a
X150. ~14!

Now, substitutingYj @obtained from Eq.~12!# into Eqs.~13!
and ~14!, and assumingX1,2}exp(iKj2iVt), we obtain two
coupled equations

@~V2Kl1!212K2G1#X112aGcK
2X250, ~15!

@~V2Kl2!212K2G2#X21
2Gc

a
K2X150, ~16!

whereV is the frequency of the modulated waves normal-
ized byvce/2, K is the modulated wave propagation constant
normalized byvpe /c, and G j5uEj 0u22K2/2. Using Eqs.
~15! and ~16! we obtain

@~V2Kl1!21g1
2#@~V2Kl2!21g2

2#2gc
450, ~17!

whereg j
252K2G j andgc

252K2Gc .
We first neglect the coupling effect, i.e., setGc50 in Eq.

~17!. This situation allows us to decouple Eq.~17! as

~V2Kl1!252g1
2 , ~18!

~V2Kl2!252g2
2 . ~19!

It is obvious from Eqs.~18! and ~19! that for G j.0, i.e.,
uEj 0u.K/&, both uncoupled whistlers are unstable, and that
the real frequency and the growth rate of these unstable
whistlers areKl j andg j , respectively.

We now examine the coupling effects of two interacting
whistlers by analyzing Eq.~17!. AssumingV.Kl j1 ig, we
can write Eq.~17! in the form

~g22g1
2!~g22g2

2!2gc
450. ~20!

This is a quadratic equation forg2. Substitutingg j andgc ,
the solution of Eq.~20! for g2 can be expressed as

g252K2~ uE10u21uE20u22 1
2 K2!. ~21!

The modulated whistlers will, therefore, be unstable if
(uE10u21uE20u2).K2/2. The latter implies that the modu-
lated whistlers are unstable for any values ofE10 and E20,
which lie outside of theg50 curve, which is a circle of
radiusR5K/& ~as shown in Fig. 1!, in (E10, E20) space.
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Equation~21! also implies that the coupling effect as well as
the wavelength of the modulated waves play a destabilizing
role, and that as the wavelength of the modulated whistlers is
small, whistlers of lower intensity become unstable. We note
that growth rate of the present oscillatory modulational in-
stability is independent of the group velocities of coherent
whistler wave packets which are either co-propagating or
counterpropagating. On the other hand, for broadband~finite
extent! whistler wave packets, the energy is distributed over
the entire wavelength spectrum which would cause a reduc-
tion of the modulational instability growth rate.

To summarize, we have considered the nonlinear propa-
gation of two colliding whistlers in magnetized plasmas. It is
shown that two whistler signals get nonlinearly coupled
through long wavelength~in comparison with the whistler
wavelength! quasistationary electron density perturbations
that are created by the ponderomotive forces of the two whis-
tlers. The dynamics of amplitude modulated whistler wave
packets is governed by a pair of coupled nonlinear Schro¨-
dinger ~CNLS! equations. The latter admit a class of modu-
lational instability whose growth rate increases with the in-
tensity of any of the colliding whistlers, but decreases with
the wave number per unit length of the modulated wave
packet. Modulationally unstable whistlers may evolve as lo-
calized solitary wave packets which are possible stationary
solutions26 of the CNLS equations~5! and ~6!. In fact, our
CNLS equations with different group velocities have to be
numerically investigated in order to obtain the properties of
periodic and solitary wave solutions. However, simulation
studies of Eqs.~5! and ~6! are beyond the scope of the
present paper.

To conclude, our results of the modulational instability
predicts a time scale on which nonlinearly interacting coher-
ent wave packets are amplitude modulated by nonresonant
density perturbations in magnetized space plasmas. Modula-
tionally unstable whistler wave packets may appear in the
form of either periodic or localized solitary waves which can
propagate over long distances in the planetary magneto-
spheres. The forthcoming data from CASSINI spacecraft
mission may reveal the signature of the amplitude modula-
tion of colliding whistlers and resulting instability, and whis-
tler wave localization at the plasma pause of the Earth’s
magnetosphere.
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FIG. 1. Showingg50 curve in (E10 , E20) space. The modulational insta-
bility of two colliding whistlers occurs for any values ofE10 andE20 , which
lie outside of the circle of radiusR5K/&.
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